Subject: Question about a few of the tests.
Posted by nltollman on Mon, 20 Mar 2017 01:35:55 GMT

1) So for tests 5 and 6, I got the results right, it was just that my "minimum depth" and "maximum depth" were all lower case instead of the first letter being capitalized, like "Minimum depth". Is it possible that I could get bonus points back on these two since the results were right, it was just that minimum and maximum were not capitalized?

2) Also, for tests 35 and 36, I've heard that a discussion about where to put the Nodes part of the statistics was established on the forum, but it was not updated in the spec. Upon the end of the original deadline, I double checked off of the spec to make sure that I had just about everything, and I did not see that statisticsBST() should also display Nodes count. Since it was not updated in the spec, is it possible to get bonus points on these tests?